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Mainland fishing vessels alleged
involved in fish zapping

The terminator to illicit fish zap-
ping by mainland fishing vessels -
the Matsu Coast Guard squad's
Dongyin branch

   |  

Article, photos | Liu Yang-ruei

The peripheral waters around the Matsu area have long been re

garded as the best fishing grounds south to the Zhou Shan Islet,

where more than 10,000 fishing vessels registered in mainland's

Mingjiang, Lienjiang, Sanduao and Loyuanwan areas congregate.  Yet

due to mainland fishing vessels' deploying illicit means of fish zapping,

poisoning and dynamiting, the fish supply has quickly dwindled, which

pushes Mainland fishing vessels to turn to operate in the Matsu sea
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territories by trespassing the sea borders to severely hinder the mari-

time security enforcement.  Since the onset of 1992 as the cross-strait

tension eases, the state of mainland fishing vessels infringing the sea

borders has become ever more rampant, particularly so with high eco-

nomic yield fish habitats scattered around Dongyin's reef areas that con-

tinue to lure mainland fishing vessels, where fish zapping, large-scale

drag net fishing continue to run amok, compelling the Matsu Coast

Guard squad to shoulder this heavy responsibility.

At around 15:00 on March 9, 2005, tips are received at the Dongyin

branch squad, citing, "Mainland fishing boats are spotted trespassing

and illegally fishing at 1.2 nautical miles off Dongyin's Shisha reefs".

Yet in light that the branch squad falls under offshore posting of the

offshore squad formation, where only one frigate is on duty at a full-

time alert, and despite the frigate's having been scheduled for patrol

duties from 16:00 to 24:00, the post commander and captain Chen Lin-

lung of SS P3578 vessel has decided, upon notifying the squad, to launch

an emergency duty, joined by vice captain Liu Yang-ruei, first officer

Liao Ching-lin, and crew Liang Yi-fah, Wu Jen-li and Lang Li-ming, who

arrives at E120.27.686, N26.20.522, where mainland Zhejiang-based fish-

ing vessel, SS Zheling, Yu 52252, is found drag net-fishing in banned

sea areas in Dongyin; the patrol vessel has hollered at the vessel to re-

trieve the fishing net, and dispatches personnel to go on board the ship

for inspection, where the entire process has been videotaped for evi-

dence gathering.  At 16:15, as the fishing boat retrieves its fishing nets,

the officers on board the vessel find the fishing boat's fishing nets are

indeed attached with fishing zapping devices, including battery

canisters, electric wires and such; interrogations with head of the crew

who admits to having engaged in fish zapping, and upon verified with-

out further discrepancy, the bust is radioed in to the Nangan squad.

The Nangan squad has instructed that the ship, head of the crew and
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the crew totaling eight individuals are to be taken in for questioning at

the squad.  With Dongyin being 30 nautical miles from Nangan, and

the mainland vessel sails at such a low speed, it is not until 21:30 has

the mainland-based fishing vessel, Zheling, Yu #5252, been escorted

back to the squad, and the crew interrogated by the squad's 3rd unit.;

the vessel crew, upon interrogated, has admitted to having engaged in

fishing zapping for fishery catch; the case is referred to the D.A.'s Of-

fice at the District Court of Lienjiang on charges of breaching the Fish-

ery Administration Law, the Cross-strait People's Relations Law, and

the mainlanders are placed with the Mainlander Processing Center.

On April 26 of the same year, the Pp-3578 patrol vessel manned

by the captain has come across a mainland fishing vessel, Minlien, Yu

#0859, at 1.2 nautical miles off Dongyin's Shiamenliu at coordinates

E120.26.273, N26.23.575, engaging in drag net fishing at the banned sea

areas in the foresaid Dongyi region.  The associates on duty have

strongly suspicious of the vessel's engaging in fish zapping at, based

on a prior similar incident of a mainland fishing boat engaging in fish

zapping in drag net fishing that occurred on March 9, and have or-

dered to come on board and hollered at head of the crew and the crew

totaling six to retrieve the fishing nets, with videotaping done through-

out the process for evidence gathering.  At 18:40 as the fishing vessel

finishes retrieving the fishing nets, there is sufficient evidence to indi-

cate that the vessel is indeed has its fishing nets attached with fish zap-

ping devices of battery canisters, electric wires and so forth, and head

of the crew also admits to having engaged in fish zapping act.  The

patrol vessel soon radios in to the squad, and escorts the fishing boat

back to the Nangan squad for interrogation.  At 22:10 upon returning

to the squad, the crew is interrogated by the squad's 3rd unit, where

the mainland fishing boat crew undergoes questioning; the case is re-

ferred to the D.A.'s Office at the District Court of Lienjiang on charges

of breaching the Fishery Administration Law, the Cross-strait People's

Relations Law, and the mainlanders are placed with the Mainlander

Processing Center.

Under the guidance of administration and head bureau officials

of all levels, the entire associates at the Matsu Coast Guard squad

Dongyni branch have a strong sense of their missions, and vow to keep

mainland fishing vessels at bay off the banned sea regions in order to

maintain a sustainable development of the marine ecology in Dongyin.

Thanks to the Dongyin branch's efforts, the fishery resources in

Dongyin's sea areas are now in better protection, which can be seen in

the handsome fishery catch when the National Rock Fishing Associa-

tion stages a national rock fishing competition in Dongyin in this May.

(The author is currently with Matsu Coast Guard squad's Dongying

branch)
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